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Remembrance of Times to Come

A card was bought in the future showing Laura and Kym in historical perspective contemplating a past journey to the future which happened later on. As Kym and Laura are riding their bikes down the road on their future past, Kym suddenly remembers that she is dreaming this future past ride and squeals to a motionless stop. Meanwhile Laura is riding up behind and is unaware that Kym has stopped dreaming; Laura, unable to stop, cringes as she awaits an impact that never happened. You ask why Laura never collided? Well it was Laura’s dream of galaxies colliding in the universe in the first place.

Stephen Merring

Thoughts of You

Children playing in fields of change
capture me with their simplicity,
  warm pictures,
  thoughts of you.

Walking through nature’s crumbling bed,
sounds turn my mind to another time,
  childhood memories,
  thoughts of you.

People running from place to place
mystify me with their lifelessness,
  realizing worth,
  thoughts of you.

Walking slowly through the days
forever seeing the picturesque sights,
  feeling complete
  thoughts of you.
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